
J. Parlour & Son 
 
Bunning and ECE spreader parts 
 
We supply all the Bunning and ECE parts, if you can't see them here please contact us. 
All prices are plus VAT carriage etc. 

 

Bunning and ECE bed shaft bushes  
 
This page is not yet complete; I'll add more when I get chance. 
 
We believe the bronze bushes are no longer available. 

  
Part No      Outside dia      Length      Shaft dia      Material      Machine        Price 
  
                    63.65 mm         76 mm       50 mm        Composite 
 
 B2320        63.65 mm          65 mm       50 mm        Composite    Bun Mk 4       £33.00  
  
                    64.5 mm           75 mm       50 mm        Cast Iron                             £58.00   
  
                    63.3 mm           87 mm       50 mm         Plastic                               
  
                    75 mm              74 mm       60 mm         Cast Iron      15 ton ECE 
  
                    70 mm              65 mm       60 mm         Composite    15 ton ECE 
                                     
                    73.5 mm           74 mm       60 mm         Bronze          15 ton ECE 
  

Bed drive gear boxes and parts 
 
RT 500 / 50 or RT 500 / 60 Gear box                                                     £925.00 
 
RT 800 / 60 gear box                                                                            £1130.00 
 
Large pinion for RT 500 box above, the one on the middle shaft. Please note, 
this is the pinion not the gear.                                                                £171.00 
  
Ditto for RT 800                                                                                      £160.65  
  
We supply all the parts for these gear boxes but because of the cost of them 
it's often better to just replace the whole gearbox, however the bearings and 
seals aren't expensive. 



ECE auger gearboxes and parts. 

 
Due to the high cost and poor availability of these Rochling / Rogelberg parts 
we are working on a solution, please get in touch for more info. 
 
We supply all the ECE parts, if you can't see them here please contact us. 
 
The auger gearbox with the single piece casing is no longer 
available; however the later one is directly interchangeable. 
 
Rochling auger gearbox, 1000 RPM, 6 spline input shaft, click here then scroll 
down for picture.                                                                                   £1150.00 
 
Pinion for Rochling auger gearbox with single piece casing, 1000 RPM, With 
all in one 6 spline shaft, 13 teeth.                                                           £280.00 
 
Drive gear (coupling) for top of Rochling auger gear box, connects with bottom 
of auger.                                                                                                 £124.20 
  
Drive cap, welds to bottom of auger and engages with above gear        £87.75  
  
Gear and cap assembly as above c/w seal, circlip, washer and O ring, you 
may be better buying these parts separately.                                        £267.30 
  
Seal, the one which attaches to the bottom of the above gear, the earlier 
spreaders didn’t have these.                                                                    £12.00 
Click here for more info 
 

All prices are excluding VAT etc. 

Back to main site.  

http://www.jparlourandson.co.uk/products-and-services/bunning-and-ece-muck-spreader-parts
http://www.jparlourandson.co.uk/products-and-services/bunning-and-ece-muck-spreader-parts
http://47116.granitpartner.de/produkte/tricks-of-the-trade/8604-better-sealing-available-for-ece-muck-spreader-auger-gear-boxes/
http://www.jparlourandson.co.uk/products-and-services/bunning-and-ece-muck-spreader-parts

